Data Gathering: Biased in Psychosis?
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This study examined whether the probabilistic reasoning bias referred to as a “jumping-to-conclusions” (JTC) style of reasoning, which, according to previous research, is associated with particular psychotic symptoms such as delusions, represents a trait that can also be detected in nonpsychotic relatives of patients with schizophrenia and in nonpsychotic individuals with a high level of psychotic experiences. Participants were, in order of level of psychosis liability, 40 patients with schizophrenia or a schizoaffective disorder, 40 first-degree nonpsychotic relatives, 41 participants from the general population with above average expression of psychotic experiences, and 53 participants from the general population with an average level of psychotic experiences. A “jumping-to-conclusions” bias was assessed using the beads task. A dose-response relationship was found in the association between level of psychosis liability and JTC (defined as needing only a single bead to complete the beads task) (odds ratio [OR] linear trend = 1.59, 95% CI: 1.13–2.24), and, independently, a linear association was apparent between JTC and level of delusional ideation (OR linear trend = 2.59, 95% CI: 1.18–5.69). In addition, the association between psychosis liability and JTC was generally much stronger as the level of delusional ideation was higher. JTC is associated with liability to psychosis (trait), in particular if the psychosis phenotype is characterized by delusional ideation (state).
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Introduction

Contemporary models of delusions have shown a role for a specific reasoning bias, referred to as a “jumping-to-conclusions” (JTC) style of reasoning, in people with active delusions.¹,² Individuals with delusions may incline toward early acceptance and, to a lesser extent, early rejection of hypotheses. More precisely, they show a tendency to seek less information to reach a decision, indicated as a data-gathering bias. This may, under certain conditions, contribute to erroneous inferences and, as is hypothesized, to the formation and/or maintenance of delusions.

The question of whether this reasoning bias has the quality of a state rather than a trait is poorly investigated. In the former case, it concerns a dynamic characteristic that waxes and wanes with the development and remission of a delusional belief. In the latter, it concerns a characteristic that is relatively stable in time, independent of the presence or severity of delusional symptoms. It has been postulated that a JTC reasoning bias with the quality of a state might, at most, be a mediating factor in the maintenance of delusional ideation, while as a trait it could possibly contribute to the formation of delusions and be part of the vulnerability to psychosis.³,⁴

JTC was found in 7 out of 8 studies in currently deluded participants, irrespective of a diagnosis of schizophrenia or delusional disorder.¹,³,⁵–¹⁵ In a longitudinal study the data-gathering bias was found to persist even when the participants were no longer deluded.¹⁶–¹⁸ In another recent study the JTC reasoning bias was found in subjects with an “at risk mental state” for transition to psychosis (without delusions), as well as in subjects in their first episode of psychosis and experiencing delusions of persecution.¹⁹ JTC was also found in a sample of patients with schizophrenia, some of them without delusions, and no correlation was found between JTC and the number and severity of delusions on an “index of deludedness.”¹¹ Taken together, the possibility of a JTC reasoning bias having the qualities of a state remains, but unmistakable evidence for at least partial characteristics of a trait emerges from studies with longitudinal, as well as cross-sectional, designs. The combination of state and trait within one and the same characteristic is not uncommon. For example, the trait low self-esteem is a risk factor for depression, but during...
episodes of depression, low self-esteem will also covary with intensity of the depressed state and contribute to the persistence of depression.\textsuperscript{20–22} More generally, many risk factors for onset of psychiatric disorder are also risk factors for persistence of the same disorder.\textsuperscript{23}

One way to further investigate the trait and/or state nature of reasoning biases would be to investigate individuals who have no clinical needs but are at risk for psychosis—for example, first-degree relatives of patients with psychosis and individuals in the general population with subclinical psychotic experiences.\textsuperscript{24–28} A number of studies have suggested that the symptoms of psychosis are prevalent in the general population and exist as part of a continuum, albeit skewed, distribution.\textsuperscript{29,30} This suggests that a clinical disorder is at the extreme end of a continuum, which ranges from healthy functioning, through eccentricity and subclinical psychotic experiences, to florid psychosis with clinical need.\textsuperscript{28,29} Not only (sub)clinical symptoms of psychosis but also particular endophenotypic abnormalities in cognition, features of personality, and functional and structural aspects of the brain that have been found in subjects with diagnosis of schizophrenia are found, albeit to lesser degree, in relatives and in individuals at higher risk for schizophrenia.\textsuperscript{31–40}

These findings possibly differently reflect the expression of a graded genetic predisposition to the disorder, such that relatives, and to a lesser extent individuals with subclinical psychotic experiences, may be more at risk than the general population for later development of schizophrenia or have an undiagnosed but genetically related schizophrenia spectrum disorder.

Two studies have examined JTC reasoning bias in individuals from the general population with a proneness to delusions, both of which showed evidence of such a bias.\textsuperscript{3,4} To our knowledge, no study on JTC reasoning bias involving relatives of patients with schizophrenia has been carried out. In the present study we set out to what degree the JTC reasoning bias as a trait covaries with delusional states, and whether there is an interaction between psychosis liability and delusions in their effect on JTC. We predicted that the groups with psychosis liability (ie, unrelated controls with a proneness to delusions and, in particular, the nonpsychotic relatives of patients) would display less JTC reasoning bias than patients with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, but more than members of the general population with an average proneness to delusions.\textsuperscript{37,41}

Materials and Methods

Procedure and Sample

Four groups differing in the degree of vulnerability to psychosis were included in the “Cognitive functioning in Psychosis” (CoP) study: (1) patients with history of nonaffective psychosis, (2) first-degree relatives of patients with nonaffective psychosis, (3) participants scoring high (\textgreater 75th percentile) on the positive dimension of psychosis proneness measured by the Community Assessment of Psychotic Experiences (CAPE; see Instruments section),\textsuperscript{42,43} and (4) “healthy controls” (ie, participants who scored in the average range, 40th to 60th percentile, on the CAPE).

All participants were between the ages of 18 and 59 years, sufficiently fluent in Dutch, and without a history of neurological disorders such as epilepsy and concussion with loss of consciousness. Written informed consent, in accordance with the local ethical committee guidelines, was obtained from all participants.

Patients were recruited from the catchment area (source population: 350,000) for the Community Mental Health Centre and the catchment area for the Psychiatric Hospital. Initial inclusion criteria for patients were the lifetime prevalence of a period of psychosis (at least 2 weeks) in clear consciousness, according to the RDC (Research Diagnosis Criteria\textsuperscript{44}).

Relatives (free from a lifetime history of psychosis) were sampled through participating patients or through associations for relatives of patients with psychotic symptoms. Participants with average and high levels of psychotic experiences were recruited from an earlier longitudinal family study in the general population conducted in the city of Sittard (Continuum of Mental Disorders study, COMED).\textsuperscript{45} Participants of the COMED study were aged 36–65 years and had been randomly selected and sent a letter in which they were asked to participate. Additionally, participants were asked through a snowball-sampling procedure to invite their family members to participate. Overall, 768 participants from a total of 116 families were included. All participants filled in the CAPE.\textsuperscript{42,43} The participants with a mean (ie, between 40th and 60th percentile) and a high (ie, above the 75th percentile) score on the CAPE positive psychosis dimensions were invited to participate in the CoP study.

The present study included 45 patients with psychosis (39.5% inpatients), 47 nonpsychotic first-degree relatives, 41 participants with a high level of subclinical psychotic experiences (psychosis-prone) and 54 healthy controls with an average level of psychotic experiences (controls). Of the 47 healthy relatives, there were 13 mothers, 8 fathers, 15 sisters, 8 brothers, 2 daughters, and 1 son. Twenty-seven families contributed at least 1 patient and 1 relative. Four relatives participated without their ill family member.

All participants were screened for symptoms listed in the Operational Criteria Checklist for Psychotic Illness (OCCPI).\textsuperscript{46} Where necessary, additional information was derived from interviews with ward staff or personal case managers. Using the combined information in the OCCPI, the computerized program OPCRIT\textsuperscript{46} yielded RDC diagnoses.\textsuperscript{44}
Current use of illicit drugs and alcohol was assessed using section I of the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (CIDI, version 1.1).47

**Instruments**

**CAPE.** The Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences42 (http://www.cape42.homestead.com/) is a self-report instrument developed to assess dimensions of subclinical psychosis phenotype. It includes dimensions of positive psychotic experiences (20 items), negative psychotic experiences (14 items), and depressive experiences (8 items). (A detailed description of the development of the CAPE can be found in several sources.)42,43,48,49) The CAPE was used to split up the psychosis-prone group from the control group in the general population sample.

**SAPS and SANS.** The Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS)50 and the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS)51,52 are complementary instruments used to assess the severity of symptoms in patients with schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders. The goal of the SAPS is to assess positive symptoms and disorganization. The SANS is designed to rate the presence and severity of negative symptoms.

The SAPS contains 30 items divided over 4 domains: hallucinations, delusions, disorganization or bizarre behavior, and formal thought disorder. The SANS contains 20 items divided over 5 domains: affective flattening and blunting, alogia, avolition-apathy, anhedonia-asociality, and attentional impairment. In addition to the individual SAPS and SANS items, a global severity rating is made for each domain. Ratings were made by trained interviewers on the basis of a standard clinical interview, observed behavior during the interview, and review of all available clinical material. A subscale score for each domain was constructed as the sum of the scores for each item in that domain. The time frame covered by the rating was lifetime.

**PSE.** The purpose of the Present State Examination (PSE)53 is to assess the presence and severity of symptoms associated with a broad range of major psychiatric disorders over a designated period (ie, last week) by means of a structured clinical interview with the patient. In this study only the sections that cover items signs and symptoms of delusions were used (29 items: PSE55–PSE59 and PSE71–PSE92, in addition to their subscale scores).

**CDSS.** The Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS) was developed to assess symptoms of major depressive disorder in patients with schizophrenia. The CDSS consists of 9 items, all of them typical depressive symptoms that do not appear to overlap with the negative symptoms of schizophrenia. The CDSS is a reliable and valid measure of the severity of depressive symptoms in patients with schizophrenia.54–56

The SAPS, SANS, and CDSS are developed for use in patients with psychotic disorders. The PSE was designed to provide dimensional ratings of symptoms and syndromes that are not wedded to any single classification or diagnostic system.

In the SAPS, as well as in the PSE, more than 10 different types of delusions, corresponding to their content, can be rated in severity on a 6-point or 4-point Likert scale respectively. The rationale for using these scales not only in patients but also in relatives and psychosis-prone participants in the general population is that, at the lower end of the spectrum, ratings like “supposed” and “mild” are used. This makes sensitivity sufficient to assess subclinical experiences.

**General Intelligence.** General intelligence was measured by a combined score on 1 performance subtest and 1 verbal subtest from the Groningen Intelligence Test (GIT), a widely used Dutch intelligence test.57 This test yields results that are comparable to those of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale–Revised.58

General intelligence is lower in people with schizophrenia. Hence, an association between JTC and general intelligence could indicate that general intelligence has the role of a confounder or mediator between JTC and psychosis liability.

**Beads Task.** A computerized version of the beads task outlined by Phillips and Edwards59 was used. In this experiment participants are shown a pair of jars on a screen. One jar contains 85 green and 15 red beads, and the other jar has the opposite ratio of green and red beads. Participants are informed of the proportions, and the jars are removed from view. One of the jars is then chosen, still hidden from view, and a bead is drawn from it and shown on the screen to the participant. Beads are sequentially being drawn and always replaced. Although the participants are told that beads are being selected randomly, the sequence of colors is predetermined according to the ratio of the 2 colors. The participant’s task is to work out whether the experimenter is drawing from the mainly green or the mainly red jar. In this study the condition is chosen in which participants are free to determine how many beads are drawn, and the trial is only terminated once they affirm that they are certain about their choice.

**Analyses**

Statistical analyses were carried out with STATA version 8.60 A 4-level group variable was constructed reflecting the hypothesized order in liability for psychosis, with controls (coded 0), psychosis-prone participants (coded 1), relatives (coded 2), and patients (coded 3) in the highest category. The number of beads requested by a subject
yielded a continuous outcome variable within a range from 0 to 20. This variable was found to be non-normally distributed because the majority of participants requested less than 5 beads. In order to examine the JTC outcome, a variable was constructed indicating whether a subject showed a JTC reasoning bias, defined as requesting only 1 bead before deciding (hereinafter, JTC#1). This cutoff was chosen a priori as it reflects the most definite expression of the reasoning bias under investigation and should therefore be most discriminating between groups. In order to test this assumption, associations were also tested using less stringent cutoff values (ie, using 2, 3, or more beads before deciding).

**JTC#1 and Psychosis Liability.** The association between JTC#1 and psychosis liability (ie, the 4-level group variable reflecting liability for schizophrenia) was examined using logistic regression analysis, and progressively less stringent selections of JTC cutoffs were also considered. Effect sizes were expressed as odds ratios with their 95% confidence intervals. The following a priori selected confounders of the association between JTC and psychosis liability were included in the logistic regression model: age, sex, general intelligence, level of education (8-point scale, for the analysis summarized into 3 levels: low, medium, high), and use of psychotropic medication on a regular basis (self-reported as daily to weekly use versus less than daily to weekly use) and illicit drugs (self-reported as “present use” versus no use) or alcohol (self-reported as more than 20 units/week versus less than 20 units/week).

**JTC#1 and Symptoms of Psychosis.** The distribution of the subscale scores on the SAPS, SANS, and PSE was highly skewed because most participants were in partial or full remission or simply did not reach a level of psychotic symptoms that could be detected by these measures. Therefore, the subscale scores were dichotomized (score 0 or 1), a score of 0 indicating that the subject did not have any symptom on that domain, a score of 1 indicating that the subject had at least 1 of the symptoms in that domain. For those having any delusional symptoms, the sum of the (nondichotomized) subscale score of the delusions domains of the PSE was taken as a measure for the severity of the delusions. The distribution of these non-zero scores was normal, allowing the distribution to be divided by its tertiles creating 3 tertile groups. The distribution of the sum scores on the CDSS was moderately skewed, also allowing it to be divided by its tertiles, creating 3 tertile groups.

Associations between JTC#1 on the beads task and presence of delusions as measured with the PSE were examined using logistic regression analysis. For each significant association between JTC#1 and the presence of delusions, the association with severity was also assessed.

In order to assess whether any association with delusions was independent from other positive and negative or depressive symptoms, subsequent analyses were performed in which all symptom domains, assessed with the SAPS, the SANS, and the CDSS, were entered simultaneously in the model.

In order to control for any effect of patient status, the association between JTC#1 and delusions was additionally adjusted for psychosis liability.

Any association between JTC#1 on the one hand and both the presence of psychotic symptoms, as well as psychosis liability, on the other was further examined by comparing the associations between JTC#1 and psychosis liability in a selection of participants with delusions with the associations in participants without delusions within each of the 3 groups.

In order to control for any bias induced by clinical severity, we examined the association between JTC and psychosis liability, as well as the association between JTC and delusions, when inpatients were excluded from the sample.

Furthermore, we examined whether any JTC reasoning bias was particularly associated with schizophrenia liability by excluding all patients with RDC diagnoses other than narrow schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder.

**Power Analysis.** Assuming a proportion of 20% of JTC in the whole study sample and a relative risk of 3.5 in the patient group, the power to detect differences between the patient group and the control group at a conventional alpha-level of 0.05 (2-sided) is 0.8.

**Results**

**Sample Characteristics**

Two patients were excluded because data on diagnosis and symptoms were missing. Data on performance on the beads task were missing for 3 patients (all 3 with diagnosis of narrow schizophrenia), 7 relatives, and 1 subject from the control group, leaving 40 patients, 40 relatives, 41 psychosis-prone participants, and 53 controls. There were 28 patients (70.0%) with a diagnosis of schizophrenia, 5 patients (12.5%) with a diagnosis of schizoaffective disorder, and 5 patients (12.5%) with a diagnosis of unspecified functional psychosis. For 2 patients (5.0%) OCCPI data were missing, but lifetime presence of positive psychotic symptoms was confirmed with the SAPS. The mean age of the whole sample was 41.6 years (SD = 11.2). The mean age of the patients was lower than that of the other groups (see Table 1). The patient group had a significantly lower general intelligence and level of education compared with the control group.

Antipsychotic agents were used in the past week by 28 participants, all of whom were in the patient group (28 of 40 patients, 70%). Eight out of 40 patients (20%) reported current use of illicit drugs, which in all cases but 2 was...
restricted to cannabis. Two out of 53 controls (3.7%), 3 out of 41 delusion-prone participants (7.3%), and 5 out of 40 relatives (12.5%) reported use of illicit drugs, which in all cases but 1 (relative) was restricted to cannabis.

There was no significant difference in alcohol use between groups. There were 7 out of 53 controls (13.2%), 7 out of 41 delusion-prone participants (17.1%), 2 out of 40 relatives (5%), and 5 out of 40 patients (12.5%) who reported the use of more than 20 units alcohol/week.

### Association Between JTC and Psychosis Liability

In the whole sample 35 (20.1%) of the participants showed a JTC#1 reasoning bias: 6 of 53 participants in the control group (11.3%), 6 of 41 in the psychosis-prone group (14.6%), 10 of 40 in the relatives (25%), and 13 of 40 in the patients (32.5%).

A linear trend was apparent in the association between JTC#1 and psychosis liability, the association being stronger as the psychosis liability increased (odds ratio [OR] linear trend = 1.59, 95% CI: 1.13–2.24). When entered as 3 dummy variables comparing associations with the reference control group, it reached significance for the patient group (OR = 3.77, 95% CI: 1.28–11.07; see Table 2), indicating that the patient group was more likely to jump to conclusions than the controls. When the inpatients were excluded, the association between JTC and psychosis liability in the patient group reduced but did not nullify (OR = 3.23, 95% CI: 1.28–11.07).

When only the patients with RDC diagnoses of narrow schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder were included, the association between JTC and psychosis liability grew stronger and more specific (OR = 5.09, 95% CI: 1.70–15.29).

The strength and statistical precision of the association between JTC#1 and the psychosis liability variable was reduced when adjusted for the confounders age, gender, level of education, general intelligence, and use of cannabis or other illicit drugs (see Table 2). This reduction was largely attributable to the effect of “general intelligence.”

As the cutoff criterion of number of beads used to define JTC became progressively less stringent, the association between this selection and the schizophrenia liability variable was also progressively weaker, as expected (for JTC#2, in the patient group, OR = 2.23, 95% CI: 0.97–5.15; in the relatives, OR = 1.49, 95% CI: 0.65–3.43; and in the psychosis-prone group, OR = 0.95; 95% CI: 0.41–2.21).

---

**Table 1. Summary Statistics of Participant Characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Controls (n = 53)</th>
<th>Psychosis prone (n = 40)</th>
<th>Relatives (n = 41)</th>
<th>Patients (n = 40)</th>
<th>F (df = 3)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Scheffé</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>Mean 47.4 SD 7.4</td>
<td>Mean 44.3 SD 9.8</td>
<td>Mean 40.1 SD 11.9</td>
<td>Mean 33.3 SD 10.3</td>
<td>17.15</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3 &lt; 2, 1, 0; 2 &lt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex (male/female)</strong></td>
<td>20/33</td>
<td>16/25</td>
<td>15/25</td>
<td>32/8</td>
<td>19.95a</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3 &lt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational level</strong></td>
<td>5.57 0.84</td>
<td>4.98 1.39</td>
<td>5.19 1.38</td>
<td>4.59 1.19</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>3 &lt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intelligence</strong></td>
<td>7.38 1.59</td>
<td>6.85 1.41</td>
<td>6.99 1.94</td>
<td>6.18 2.12</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>3 &lt; 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS)</strong></td>
<td>0.09 0.35</td>
<td>0.37 0.97</td>
<td>0.53 1.37</td>
<td>5.33 4.17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAPS hallucinations</strong></td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0.54 1.58</td>
<td>0.58 1.92</td>
<td>6.72 7.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAPS delusions</strong></td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0.34 1.88</td>
<td>0.63 2.2</td>
<td>11.23 8.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAPS bizarre behavior</strong></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.41 2.47</td>
<td>1.33 2.35</td>
<td>5.48 5.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAPS thought disorder</strong></td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.58 1.30</td>
<td>0.13 0.46</td>
<td>2.15 3.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SANS)</strong></td>
<td>0.19 0.56</td>
<td>0.15 0.53</td>
<td>0.40 1.26</td>
<td>2.63 3.53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANS apathy</strong></td>
<td>0.19 0.62</td>
<td>0.27 0.70</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.92 4.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANS anhedonia</strong></td>
<td>1.13 1.71</td>
<td>1.10 1.88</td>
<td>0.86 1.68</td>
<td>3.87 5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANS affective flattening</strong></td>
<td>0.11 0.61</td>
<td>0.21 1.04</td>
<td>0.20 0.76</td>
<td>4.82 7.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANS alogia</strong></td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.77 2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SANS attention</strong></td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0.29 0.90</td>
<td>0.40 1.05</td>
<td>1.18 1.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calgary Depression Scale for Schizophrenia (CDSS)</strong></td>
<td>1.34 2.68</td>
<td>2.83 3.85</td>
<td>1.67 2.88</td>
<td>2.88 3.51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Chi-square test.
*b Education was measured on an 8-point scale (primary school to university degree).
**Intelligence was measured on a 10-point scale derived from 2 subtests of the Groningen Intelligence Test.
**SAPS summary score (range 0–20).
**SANS summary score (range 0–25).
**CDSS total score (range 0–27).
Table 2. Associations Between Number of Beads Requested = 1 (JTC#1) and the Group Variable Reflecting Psychosis Liability (Linear Trend and Each Value Compared With Control Group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JTC#1</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL (linear trend)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(unadjusted)</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>1.13–2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL (linear trend)a</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>1.04–2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL (linear trend)b</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.94–1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL (linear trend)c</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.86–2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group = 1</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.40–4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group = 2</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.86–7.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group = 3</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>1.28–11.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 1a</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.35–4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 2a</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.72–7.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 3a</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.96–13.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 1b</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.36–4.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 2b</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.66–6.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 3b</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.73–7.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 1c</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.34–4.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 2c</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.53–5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL; Group = 3c</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.56–9.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: PL = psychosis liability (Group = 0: controls; Group = 1: psychosis prone; Group = 2: relatives; Group = 3: patients).

Adjusted for age, gender, level of education, and use of cannabis and other illicit drugs.

Adjusted for general intelligence.

Adjusted for age, gender, level of education, use of cannabis and other illicit drugs, and general intelligence.

**Association Between JTC and Delusions**

There was a significant association between JTC#1 and the dichotomized score on the delusions subscales from the PSE (OR = 2.59, 95% CI: 1.18–5.69). The association became less specific after adjustment for age, gender, level of education, general intelligence, and use of cannabis and other illicit drugs (OR = 6.72; 95% CI: 0.45–100.41). Again, the reduction in specificity was largely attributable to the effect of general intelligence.

When the inpatients were excluded from the sample, the association between JTC and delusions hardly changed (OR = 2.07, 95% CI: 0.80–5.29).

When the patients with RDC diagnoses other than narrow schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder were excluded, the association between JTC and delusions grew stronger and more specific (OR = 3.13, 95% CI: 1.40–7.00).

As the cutoff criterion of number of beads used to define JTC became progressively less stringent, the association between this selection and the dichotomized score on the delusions subscales from the PSE was also progressively weaker.

In order to examine any dose-response relationship between JTC#1 and severity of delusions, the distribution of the non-zero scores on the delusions domain of the PSE was divided by its tertiles. Compared with those without delusions, the strength of the association increased with increasing levels of delusions, yielding a dose-response relationship (OR linear trend = 1.69, 95% CI: 1.18–2.43; Table 3). When entered as 3 dummy variables for comparison with the reference category of no delusions, it reached significance for the delusions score in the highest tertile, even when adjusted for age, gender, level of education, and use of cannabis and other illicit drugs (OR = 4.95, 95% CI: 1.20–20.33). The association was reduced but not nullified when general intelligence was added to the equation (OR = 3.49, 95% CI: 0.74–16.42).

Examining the association of each of the symptom domains of the SAPS and SANS and the scores on the CDSS with JTC#1, only the association with the dichotomized score on the delusions subscale proved significant (Table 4). After including all the subscale scores from the SAPS, SANS, and CDSS in 1 multiple logistic regression model, the association with this delusion subscale score was the strongest by far, although not significant anymore (OR = 3.07, 95% CI: 0.88–10.75).

**Association Between JTC and Delusions and Psychosis Liability**

The association between JTC#1 and the presence of delusions diminished when psychosis liability was brought into the equation (JTC#1 and presence of delusions, OR = 1.64, 95% CI: 0.59–4.54; JTC#1 and psychosis liability: OR = 1.4, 95% CI: 0.91–2.15).

Within each of the 3 groups, the association with JTC#1 in participants without delusions was compared with the association with JTC#1 in participants with delusions. In the patient group (coded 3) the association with JTC#1 was stronger in the participants with delusions (OR = 4.95, 95% CI: 1.62–15.09) than in those without (OR = 0.98, 95% CI: 0.10–9.25). In both at-risk groups, the associations with JTC#1 were not significant.

**Association Between JTC and General Intelligence**

There was a significant association between JTC#1 and general intelligence (OR = 0.79, 95% CI: 0.64–0.98).
Discussion

The results show that there is a dose-response relationship in the association between JTC and psychosis liability. Controlling for age, gender, educational level, and drugs only reduced the association by small amounts. Adjusting for general intelligence generally reduced the association and made it no longer statistically significant. There was also a significant association between JTC reasoning bias and having delusions, and a dose-response relationship between JTC#1—ie, showing the highest possible and a priori hypothesized JTC reasoning bias—and the severity of delusions, even when adjusted for age, gender, and level of education. The association with delusions overlapped with the effect of psychosis liability. However, there was an interaction between psychosis liability and having delusions in their effect on JTC: no association with JTC#1 was found for the patients without delusions, whereas the association was strong and significant in those with delusions, indicating that the association with delusions cannot be attributed fully to the effect of having a diagnosis of psychosis.

Dimensions in Schizophrenia and JTC

When the associations between JTC#1 and each of the symptom domains of the SAPS/SANS and CDSS were considered independently, the association with delusions was the strongest, followed in order by the association with positive formal thought disorder, hallucinations, attention, and depression. When controlled for each other in 1 equation, this ranking did not change much, except for the association between JTC#1 and hallucinations, which became much weaker, suggesting that the association with hallucinations was indirectly occasioned by the strong association between hallucinations and delusions. The association with the typical negative symptom domains (alogia, anhedonia, apathy, affective flattening) and behavioral disorganization remained the weakest.

The heterogeneous phenotype of schizophrenia has proven to be composed of separable, though correlated, symptom factors that can also be observed in their relatives and participants with schizotypy, according to most factor analytic studies. Typically, a positive and a negative symptom factor is found, in addition to a disorganization or a depressive factor. The findings in our study indicate that JTC is associated with the positive symptoms of delusions specifically and, to a much lesser extent and statistically imprecise, with other positive symptoms (such as hallucinations) and with components of the disorganizational symptom factor (attention, formal thought disorder).

The role of general intelligence and cognitive capacities in reasoning bias in delusions is poorly investigated. In other studies no evidence was found for a role of memory impairment, and mixed evidence was found for the ability to process sequential information. In our study we found a significant association between JTC#1 and general intelligence. General intelligence impacted on the association between JTC and schizophrenia by reducing its effect size and the statistical precision. However, this does not mean that JTC cannot be causally implicated in the cognitive liability to psychosis. Rather, the current findings may indicate that JTC and general intelligence are both independently associated with schizophrenia or, alternatively, that JTC is a mediator in the association between general intelligence and schizophrenia. For example, a lower level of intelligence may lead to a jumping-to-conclusions cognitive style, which in turn may make someone vulnerable to develop delusional ideation.

Table 4. Associations Between JTC = 1 and Dichotomized Scores on All Symptom Domains of the SAPS and SANS and Depression on the CDSS (Tertiles) (Logistic Regression)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JTC#1 and SAPS/SANS subscales, CDSS</th>
<th>Odds ratio&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>p&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>95% CI&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Odds ratio&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>p&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>95% CI&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hallucinations</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.89–4.68</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.26–2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delusions</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>1.27–6.23</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.88–10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganization</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.469</td>
<td>0.63–2.73</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.33–1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal thought disorder</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.98–5.55</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.329</td>
<td>0.60–4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apathy</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.67–3.37</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.31–2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhedonia</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.68–2.97</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.50–2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective flattening</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.964</td>
<td>0.34–2.81</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.13–2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alogia</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>0.22–5.67</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>0.08–4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.87–5.24</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.67–6.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression (tertiles)</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.80–1.98</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.65–1.85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Calculated in different models with JTC and 1 symptom domain at a time.

<sup>b</sup>Calculated in 1 equation with JTC and all symptom domains.
Trait or State

The dose-response association between JTC and psychosis liability is in favor of the hypothesis that JTC has—at least in part—features of a trait reflecting liability for schizophrenia. The dose-response association between JTC and delusions indicates that JTC also has characteristics of a state, as it covaries with the level of delusions. The JTC reasoning bias could therefore be involved in the formation, as well as in the maintenance, of delusions.

It is a well-established finding that relatives of patients with schizophrenia are at higher risk for developing schizophrenia spectrum disorders and show more schizotypal signs and symptoms, which may be an attenuated expression of the trait.\textsuperscript{67} The present findings, as well as previous studies, suggest that the psychological mechanisms associated with psychotic symptoms also seem to operate at lower levels of the continuum in these individuals.\textsuperscript{35,68–72} In previous studies some of the proposed mechanisms in delusion formation and/or maintenance were also found in relatives and delusion-prone individuals of the general population, notably the JTC reasoning bias\textsuperscript{3,4} and the attentional bias related to threatening social stimuli.\textsuperscript{70,71} Other mechanisms contributing to delusion formation and maintenance have features of a trait as well as a state—for example, in alterations in theory of mind\textsuperscript{68,73–75}—or only features of a state, as is the case with attributional bias.\textsuperscript{76,77} Apparently, psychological mechanisms associated with psychotic symptoms can have both state and traitlike features. However, the state-trait dichotomy in itself is somewhat problematic, and so is the inference that the difference between a trait and state determines whether a certain mechanism is involved in the formation or in the maintenance of delusions. First, a factor with a trait quality can be a necessary but not yet sufficient condition to develop a symptom, and a covarying state quality does not add much information with regard to etiological mechanisms. So there may be other factors in operation that make the trait come to expression, just like a (genetic) predisposition can come to expression under certain conditions.\textsuperscript{78–81} Second, as Bentall\textsuperscript{82} stated, the assumption behind the dichotomous trait-state distinction is that abnormalities are either present prior to the emergence of symptoms (in which case they may play a causal role) or covary with symptoms (in which case they may be either part of the symptom picture or epiphenomena). In fact, there is a larger range of possibilities in changes and interactions of qualities over time than just being stable or covarying together. It may be possible that one quality (for example, JTC) increases over time and at a certain point elicits the expression of another (for example, delusions). In order to clarify this relationship, a longitudinal design with more measurements in time would be more suitable. The dichotomy between state and trait therefore seems to be artificial, as it does not correspond to the way qualities are present in nature, and provides little information on causal or even temporal relationships. Taking these remarks into account, it seems unlikely that a single factor such as a JTC reasoning bias can be linked with either the formation or the maintenance of delusional beliefs. More likely, a dynamic interplay exists between delusional symptoms and cognitive processes. For example, it is possible that the cognitive processes of deluded patients are not dysfunctional under optimum environmental conditions but, because of their reciprocal influences, are more easily “disturbed” by adverse events than those of individuals who never have delusional experiences.\textsuperscript{82,83}

Processes Involved in JTC

In recent paradigms of delusions, multifactorial models are proposed, in which changes in perceptual and cognitive processes, prior cultural conditioned beliefs, motivation, and affect may play a part.\textsuperscript{1,2,76,83} The “jumping to conclusions” is in itself a complex phenomenon, in which different underlying cognitive processes may be involved. Both this and previous studies have suggested that people with delusions who jump to conclusions show a data-gathering bias, a tendency to seek less information to reach a decision.\textsuperscript{1,4,5} These individuals also show a disconfirmation bias: just as they are willing to accept a hypothesis on the basis of little evidence, they are also more ready to reject it on the basis of little potentially contradictory evidence.\textsuperscript{1,13,84} Furthermore, people with paranoid delusions also show a tendency to discard disconfirmatory evidence.\textsuperscript{83} People with delusions and a JTC reasoning bias apparently do not show a probabilistic reasoning bias: their estimation of probabilities does not differ from other groups.\textsuperscript{1,4,5,84}

Deluded patients also seemed to take random variation into account, in a variant of the beads task with base rate change (60:40 vs 85:15). When emotionally salient material was used, the JTC reasoning bias increased.\textsuperscript{6,13,85} Furthermore, people with delusions show a high need for closure: they prefer a definite answer compared with indecisiveness and ambiguity.\textsuperscript{86–88} Evidence is mixed, however, as to whether this need for closure is associated with JTC.\textsuperscript{3,7,88}

Finally, it could be possible that, in addition to a cognitive reasoning bias, other factors, such as impulse control, have an impact on the JTC bias. However, to our knowledge, no associations between impulse control and delusions or between impulse control and JTC have been reported. A previous study examining this issue concluded that the early responses do seem to reflect a reasoning bias, rather than impulsiveness.\textsuperscript{6}

Limitations

Statistical power was restricted due to small numbers in some cases, especially when examining dose-response relationships. For example, only 14 individuals of those
jumping to conclusions after 1 bead had delusions, and in the relatives and high schizotypy group there were only 3 such individuals in each group.

Although subclinical phenotypes were investigated, we used psychometric instruments developed for clinical use in order to assess the presence and severity of delusions and other psychotic symptoms (SAPS/SANS/PSE). However, it has been shown in earlier work that clinical instruments such as the Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS) can be suited for the assessment of subclinical phenomena in the general population.43,89

JTC was associated with general intelligence. Controlling for general intelligence reduced the critical associations below the level of statistical significance. In order to determine the character of the relationship between general intelligence, JTC, and delusions, and in order to examine whether more specific cognitive domains, such as general reasoning, are responsible for the association with general intelligence, future studies using a broader range of cognitive tests should be carried out.

We assumed that requesting only 1 bead before deciding (JTC#1) reflects the most definite expression of the reasoning bias under investigation and should therefore be the most discriminating. We tested this assumption only with the data of this study, using less stringent cutoff values. To our knowledge, the noncontinuous JTC#1 has not been used or validated in any previous study. Since the beads task was developed and used in previous studies as more of a continuous measure, this can be regarded a psychometric limitation.

The data in this study come from a snapshot comparison between groups, lacking the variable “time,” which is useful in discriminating between a trait and state quality. For example, our study does not supply information on how changes in JTC and changes in delusions are related over time. Furthermore, although a measurement of psychotic symptoms during the last week, as well as lifetime, was available, only 4 participants reported having had delusions in their lifetime but not in the past week, which may suggest that participants were prone to report recent experience when asked for lifetime experiences.

In conclusion, we showed that there is a dose-response relationship between JTC and psychosis liability and between JTC and the severity of delusions, partly overlapping with the association between JTC and general intelligence. We argued that the manifestation of delusions is the result of a dynamic interplay between JTC and other factors. JTC seems correlated with the presence of delusions and, to a lesser extent, with other positive symptoms and with the disorganizational symptom factor of schizophrenia.

Further research with a similar but longitudinal design, in which more realistic situations, disconfirmation bias, need for closure, emotional salience, and metacognition are brought into the model, is needed for a better understanding of the formation and maintenance of delusions, which may eventually lead to targeted cognitive-behavioral interventions.
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